Noting the technical and practical difficulties met with in the application of the amended Beirut System, 29/

Recommends that the Arabic division meet and discuss the Moroccan proposal to arrive at a solution to be presented at the eighth session of the United Nations Group of Experts of Geographical Names.

10. Bulgarian Cyrillic alphabet

The Conference,

Considering that resolution 5 of the Second United Nations Conference on the Standardization of Geographical Names 30/ is no longer appropriate,

Recommends that it be replaced as follows:

"The Conference,

"Noting that in 1972 Bulgaria adopted the System of Transliteration and Transcription of Bulgarian Geographical Names into Roman Letters, produced by the Council of Orthography and Transcription of Geographical Names, Sofia, which has been in use since that time,

"Considering that a great number of Bulgarian geographical names have been transliterated in accordance with that system,

"Recognizing also that for the Bulgarian Cyrillic alphabet only one single standardized system meets the requirements of the international standardization of geographical names,

"Recommends that the System of Transliteration and Transcription of Bulgarian Geographical Names into Roman letters, as shown in the annex below, be adopted as the international system for the romanization of Bulgarian geographical names."

"Annex

| 1 А а | 2 Б б | 3 В в | 4 Г г | 5 Д д | 6 Е е | 7 Ё ё | 8 З з | 9 И и | 10 Й й | 11 Й й | 12 Й й | 13 Й й | 14 Й й | 15 Й й | 16 Й й | 17 Й й | 18 Й й | 19 Й й | 20 Й й | 21 Й й |
|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
| А    | Б     | В     | Г     | Д     | Е     | Ё     | З     | И     | Й     | Й     | И     | Й     | И     | Й     | И     | Й     | И     | Й     | И     | Й     |
| a    | b     | v     | g     | d     | e     | y     | z     | i     | y     | y     | i     | y     | i     | y     | i     | y     | i     | y     | i     | y     |


30/ Ibid., vol. I ..., p. 11.